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IMPURITY CONTROL IN TFTR 

J. L. Cecchi 

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University 

Princeton, New Jersey, USA 08544 

ABSTRACT 

The control of impurities in TFTR will be a particularly difficult 

problem due to the large energy and particle fluxes expected in the device. 

As part of the TFTR Flexibility Modification (TFM) project, a program has been 

implemented to address this problem. Transport code simulations are used to 

infer an impurity limit criterion as a function of the impurity atomic 

number. The configurational designs of the limiters and associated protective 
• 

plates are discussed along with the consideration of thermal and mechanical 

loads due to normal plasma operation, neutral beams, and plasma disruptions. 

A summary is given of the materials-related research, which has be<s>n a 

collaborative effort involving groups at Argonne "Tational Laboratory, Sandia 

Laboratories, and Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. Conceptual designs are 

shown for gettering systems capable of regenerating absorbed tritium. 

Research on this topic by groups at the previously mentioned laboratories and 

SAES Research Laboratory is reviewed. 
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I Introduction 

The Tokaraak Fusion Teat Reactor [1] CTFTR), presently under construction 

and scheduled for initial operation in late 1981, belongs to the next 

generation of magnetic confinement devices which are intended to investigate 

reactor-like operating regimes and further the dei elopment of associated 

fusion technology. The major components of TPTR arc shown in Fig. 1. The 

vacuum vessel has a 2.65m major radius and a 1.1m minor radius. It is 

composed of 304LN stainless steel sections and inconel 625 bellows 

assemblies. The maximum toroidal magnetic field is 5.2T at the plasma center 

(2.48m), and the main source of heating is neutral beam injection. The device 

will operate with both deuterium and tritijm to exploit the large D-T fusion 

cross section for neutron and alpha pai-ticle production. One of the major 

objectives of TFTR is to maximize the fusion power gain. 

To enhalice the machine capabilities beyond those of the original design, 

the TFTR Flexibility Modification (TFM) project [2] waa undertaken. The 

associated improvements are scheduled to be fully operational by mid-19B3. 

Ga& aspect of t!\is psojeefc. is m iircrfeasfe iri tha neitaii feeaa powwE at* poiae 

length. In the full TFM mode, four injection beam lines will provide a total 

neutral deuterium power of ~ 33.5MW for 1.5s. The 120 keV full energy 

component will carry ~ 75% of the total power. Along with this is an increase 

in the equilibrium magnetic field capability to Q.ST. 

The projected plasma performance with the full neutral beam power is 

summarized in Table I from the results of the Baldur transport code [3]. In 

addition to Che input parameters listed, the code assumes an electron thermal 

conductivity X, " 5 * 10 1 7/n e cmas~', with n e the electron density (cm - 3). 

Also, sufficient particle influx is included to product) the average electron 
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density <n > - B x io 1 3cm~ 3' **—<?• 1 * o n *** PptiaisUc assumption of no 

impurities being present,' the peak temperatures for ions and electrons are 

22 keV and 14 keV, respectively. The corresponding fusion power gain. Q is 2.5 

and B, the ratio of plasma pressure to total magnetic field pressure, is 

0.03. The addition of 0.5% Fe to this plasma, however, results in dramatic 

decreases in these parameters, including a 20% fractional reduction in B and a 

40% fractional reduction in Q. It is clear that impurities constitute a 

formidable barrier to realizing the full operating potential of TFTR, and are 

especially deleterious to achieving maximum values of Q. Furthermore, the 

control of impurities in this device will be a particularly difficult problem, 

due to the large particle and energy fluxes which are expected in the TFH 

mode. 

In consideration of this, an extensive impurity control program has been 

undertaken as part of the TFH project. Two closely related areas upon which 

this program has focused are the optimization of the limiter configuration and 

the selection of the most favorable materials on the basis of bulk thermal 

properties, surface properties, and tritium retention characteristics. These 

aspects are discussed in Section III and Section IV, respectively, following 

the presentation in Section II of a simple model for comparing the effects of 

impurities of different atomic numbers. Another major involvement of the 

impurity control program is the design of a gettering system compatible with 

TFH operation, including the limitations on the stored tritium inventory. 

This topic xs presented in Section V. A discussion of the implications of b e 

present work for the following generation of machines is given in Section 

VI. Besides the particular impur'.ty control methods discussed here, . 

considerable attention is also being devoted to the techniques for proper wall 

conditioning, including glow and pulse discharge cleaning. This subject is 
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reviewed elsewhere by Dylla [4] . A comprehensive presentation of the general 

topic of plasma-surface interactions i s given by Mccracken and Stott [5 ] , 

The materials and getter research have been a collaborative effort 

involving groups at Argonne National Laboratory, Sandia Laboratories, SAES 

Research Laboratory, and the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. 

II Impurity Concentration Limits 

The presence of plasma impurities impacts the fusion power gain Q in two 

major respects• First ly , the radiative losses which attend impurities and 

which increase strongly with atomic number Z wi l l reduce plasma temperatures, 

and, consequently, 8 and Q. Based upon parametric studies with the Baldur 

code, Singer 13] has shown that for an impurity density jij such that 

e Z 

the associated fractional reduction in f? la anall, being typically less than 

5*. This would imply a Q reduction of leas than ~ 10%. 

Besides adding to the radiative losses, imparities also cause a reduction 

in the deutrium tritium densities for fixed electron densities. From charge 

neutrality we have 

n - n + as , (2) 

where tî  = n D + n„, with n D and n T the deuterium and trititm densities, 

respectively. For a given ratio of n[j/nT, the fusion power output in the TFM 

mode is proportional to r^ which, from Eq. 2, is 
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2 2 "i 2 

n = n 1 - Z . (3) i e n e 

Thus the deutrium/tritium. depletion reduces Q by the factor (1 - Zn_/n ) . If 

we invoke a criterion that this factor be greater than 0.9, which roughly 

corresponds to the limit implicit in Eq. 1, then as far as the depletion is 

concerned, the impurity fraction is bounded by, 

e 

The limits from Eqs. 1 and 4 are plotted in Fig. 2. For impurities *rf.th 

Z < 14, the depletion effect is dominant, while above Z = 14 radiative losses 

increase rapidly. Although the crossover point depends upon the particular 

criterion for Q reduction and is thus somewhat arbitrary, the model provides a 

convenient operational distinction between low Z and medium-high Z impurities 

in terms of their dominant effect on the fusion power gain. While it would be 

difficult to adopt the limit depicted in Fig. 2 as a strict design criterion, 

the model does serve as a useful method for comparing the effects of 

impurities of different Z on projected plasma performance. 

Ill Liraiter/Protective Plate Design 

A. Configuration 

The dominant thermal loads in. TFTR will be • incident upon the three 

primary structures shown in Fig. 3. The bumper limiter [6] is intended to 

absorb the major plasma heat load as well as perpendicular injection neutral 

beam heat loads due to incomplete ionization of the beam by the plasma. Thia 

limiter has a coverage of + 60° poloidally from the torus midplane and extends 
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around the entire toroidal circumference. The surface area is ~ 2 x 10 

cm 2. It has not yet been decided whether to a-tiv«<ly cool the bumper limiter 

or to use radiative cooling. 

An array of moveable limiters is located in one toroidal position. These 

limiters are large, actively cooled plates with a total area of ~ 3 x 101* cm , 

each mounted on an actuator mechanism as shown. The moveable limiters, due to 

their small area, are not capable of absorbing the full plasma load for the 

entire pulse. They will be used in compression scenarios for short times. 

The neutral beam shine-through for tangential injection will impinge upon 

protective plates located in the appropriate positions on the cuter vessel 

circumference. These plates subtend a poloidal angle of ± 30° from the vessel 

midplane and also protect the vessel wall during faults When large neutral 

beam energy fluxes may be present. For these loads, radiative cooling is 

sufficient. Use of the plates as neutral beam calorimeters may require active 

cooling. 

in addition to these three components, the vacuum vessel bellows 

assemblies are protected from direct plasma bombardment by bellows cover 

plates. These plates will be installed in those regions not covered by the 

bumper limiter or protective plates. They are not intended to take any major 

heat load. 

A conceptual design of the bumper limiter is shown in Fig. 4. The 

construction of the moveable limiters and protective plates is similar. The 

first surface is comprised of tiles, nominally 10 cm x 10 cm, fabricated from 

among the candidate materials discussed in Section IV. These titles are 

attached to a backing plate made of stainless steel or Inconel depending upon 

the operating temperature and required strength. There will be twenty backing 
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plate segments around the torus, each of which has three sections covering the 

poloidal angles of -60° to -30°, -30° to +30°, and +30° to +60°. The 

individual backing plate/title assemblies must be capable of remote 

installation and removal. 

The tiled structure affords a number of advantages. Thermal stresses are 

reduced (depending upon the details of the attachment) since the tiles are 

largely unrestrained. The backing plate will serve as a heat shield for the 

vacuum'vessel if the limiter is radiatively cooled or can be actively cooled 

itself to prevent ratcheting of the tile temperature on successive pulses. 

Due to the relatively small tile size, the tile tine constant for eddy current 

decay can be short enough for certain materials to significantly reduce the 

forces associated with plasma disruptions. This is discussed in Section 

III C. At present it is assumed that the replacement of individual damaged 

tiles would require removal of the particular backing plate/tile assembly? 

however, the tile construction would obviate the need of refabricating the 

entire first surface, 

B. Thermal Loads 

The plasma thermal load on the bumper limiter is calculated using a 

model[6] which assumes that heat flows along magnetic field lines and falls 

off exponentially from the outer magnetic surface with a characteristic 

scrape-off distance X >, From other calculations [7] the relevant range for X 

is 0.4 cm to 2.5 cm. The associated plasma energy flusc distributions are 

shown in Fig. 5 as functions of the poloidal angle. To be conservative, it is 

assumed that the total 33.5MW is incident on the limiter. The distribution is 

symmetric about the mid-plane where the flux goes to zero, since the plasma is 

assumed to be tangent to the bumper limiter at this point. Recent data from 

PLT[8] suggest that the energy flows across field lines as well. This would 
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increase the energy flux at the midplane and somewhat reduce the peak value 

from that calculated using the present model. 

The anticipated neutral beam flux to the bumper limiter is shown in 

Fig. 5 also, and assumes that in normal operation a maximum of ~ 14% of the 

neutral beam power is transmitted through the plasma. This corresponds to 

average electron densities of <"e> *- 3 x 10 cm . The neutral beam flux to 

the protective plates (outer circumference) is similar to that in Fig. 5, 

except that at certain points, the overlap of two sources could double the 

power. The combined direct neutral beam energy flux and plasma energy flux 

for the bumper limiter is shown in Fig. 5, assuming 33.5MW total power and X = 

0.4 cm. This is used as a reference distribution as far as the peak flux is 

concerned, while the larger scrape-off result is used to estimate power to the 

larger poloidal angle region. 

The peak energy flux to the moveable limiters has been estimated to be in 
2 2 

the 3kW/cm - 5kW/cm range. As stated previously, it is for this reason that 

the moveable limiters will not be used for the entire 1.5s pulse. Using a 2-D 

finite element thermal transport code, Budny[9] has calculated the thermal 

response of a bumper limiter constructed of one of the candidate tile 

materials - TIC coated graphite (See Section IV) and a scainless steel backing 

plate. Fig. 6 shows the temperature evolution during a pulse for various 

surfaces of the tile and backing plate as indicated. The energy flux 

distribution used is similar to that of Fig. 5 for a total heat load of 33.5KW 

including a plasma load (A = 0.4 cm) and neutral beam load. Fig. 6(a) shows 

the region of maximum tile temperature (~ 1850 C) while Fig. 5(b) shows the 

region Of maximum backing plate temperature (~ 590 C). The limiter is 

radiatively cooled with the vacuum vessel temperature being 100 C. The cycle 

shown is In periodic equilibrium, i.e., the temperature just prior to each 
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successive pulse is constant. Since the Tic coating has a small thermal mass 

and thickness these results are generally applicable to graphite with other 

coatings. 

For the elevated tile temperatures, sublimation may be a problem [10] • 

To estimate its effect, we can write that the average relative impurity 

concentration due to sublimation is given by 

n. TAT 
<n > K V<n > ' ( 5 ) 

e e 

where V is the sublimation flux, A is the area of the sublimating surface, V 

is the plasma volume, T is the the particle confinement time, and k is the 

fraction of the sublimation flux which enters the plasma. Solving &[. 5 for T 

, taking nI/<n_> = 10~3 (as indicated in Fig. 2 for Ti, which is the dominant 

sublimation species), V = 4.4 x 10 cm 3, T =* 0.05s, <ne> = 3 x 10 1 3 cm - 3, 

k = 1, and the high temperature area to be ~ 10 4 cm 2, we get that r 

~ 7 x 10 CT1 s e c ~ 1 (~ 9 x 10 Pa vapor pressure). In the case of TiC this 

corresponds to a temperature of -» 1830 C [11]. This is very close to the 

calculated peak temperature of 1850C. Considering tnat these calculations are 

conservative in assuming that all of the sublimated impurities enter the 

discharge and that the total 33.5MW heat load is incident on the limiter with 

a small X , it is unlikely that sublimation will cause serious contamination 

in well behaved discharges. 

The peak backing plate temperature during the pulse is ~ 500C, which 

would result in a 20% decrease in the strength of stainless steel. This is 

considered further in Section III C. 

Calculations (9] for the thermal evolution of copper cladded with 

vanadium (described in Section IV) show peak temperatures of ~ 1300c which are 
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below the sublimation limit of 1400c for vanadium. This limit was calculated 

from Bj. S and the limits in Pig. 2, using similar assumptions to the TiC 

case. Sacking plate temperatures are in the 500c range for this case also. 

If the plasma undergoes a major disruption, the thermal energy will be 

rapidly deposited an the limiters, protective plates, and vessel walls. The 

maximum projected stored energy in the TFM mode i3 16.5 (tr. For the reference 

disruption time constant of 200 MS, depending upon the area over which the 

energy is deposited, some surface melting of the tile materials being 

considered will occur [9]• 

C. Mechanical Loads 

The dominant mechanical load of the limiters and protective plates occurs 

when the plasma undergoes a major disruption. The rapid plasma current decay 

and typical inward motion causes eddy currents to flow in the surrounding 

conductors, including the tiles and the backing plates. This is shown 

schematically in Pig. 7 for the tiles in the bumper limiter. The bumper 

limiter is most strongly affected by the disruption because of the expected 

inward motion of the plasma and the increased toroidal field strength. 

Because the flux surfaces of the plasma are not, in general, tangent to the 

tiles, eddy currents will flow around them as indicated. The maximum value of 

the eddy current in 24kA, assuming that the disruption time T Q is much shorter 

than the eddy current decay time constant of the material T„ [12]. with the 

7.8 T toroidal field at the tile, the force/length on the tile is ~ 1.9 x 10 a 

dynes/cm. The maximum eddy current is reduced from this value as T D / T „ 

increases. For ^/Ty = 1/ the current is reduced ty 35%, and for ^ D / T
M > 10, 

the reduction factor is ~ ( T D / T M ) ~ . For the graphite based ciles considered 

in Section TV, the reduction is significant, though the design of an 

appropriate tile attachment has not yet been completed. For Cu based tiles 
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very little reduction is realized due to the large electrical conductivity. 

The attachment of Cu based tiles is a formidable problem. In both cases, a 

dynamic load analysis is required to calculate the mechanical behavior of the 

tiles. Such calculations are in progress [13]. 

Calculations of the effect of eddy currents on ^he backing plate show 

that for the temperatures quoted in the calculations of Section III B, the 

strength of stainless steel is marginal [13]. Investigations are underway to 

determine whether the stainless steel backing plate can be stiffened 

sufficiently or whether Inconel or some other high strength material will be 

required. 

IV Materials Studies 

A. Candiate Materials 

The materials being considered for tile fabrication are described in 

Table II. They include layered composites fabricated with substrate:, having 

good thermal characteristics (copper or graphite) and coatings or claddings 

which are intended to provide good surface properties. Although bare graphite 

has been used for limiters in some devices, in TFTR it would be operating at 

elevated temperatures such that chemical sputtering could be a problem [S] . 

Due to the stringent concentration limits shown in Fig. 2 for higher Z 

tu^tprials, nothing above V (z = 23) has been considered for a tile front 

surface. This guideline thus precludes the use of bare copper (Z = 29). 

Details or the coated materials in Table II have been given by Mattox 

[14], while those for the cladded materials have been given by Runinsky [15], 

each of whom has coordinated the respective fabrication of samples for the TPM 

impurity control program. These samples have been subjected to a number of 

investigations at various laboratories to determine mechanical properties, 

surface properties, and hydrogen isotope retention properties as described in 
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the following sub-sections. The reference designations for the various 

materials from Table II will be used for convenience. 

B. Mechanical Properties 

Thermal fatigue and shock tests of candiate naterials were performed by 

Ulrickson(11] using electron beam (EB) irradiation. In the fatigue tests, 

TiB2/Cu, V/Cu, and Ti/Cu were subjected to 1 kw/cm for 0-5s and 1000 pulses, 

while TiC/C was subjected to 1 kw/cm for 1.5s and 5000 pulses. TiB2/Cu 

showed spalling of the coating and Ti/Cu showed severed cracking. V/Cu 

exhibited only slight surface cracking while Tic showed just discoloration. 

The flux limits for EB puTse lengths of 0.5s and 1.5s are shown in Table 

I-I. These limits, which were set by the melting of respective 

coating/cladding surface or the substrate, afford a relative comparison of 

material behavior. Results of neutral beam irradiation are described in 

Ref. 11. 

EB fatigue tests were also conducted by Wiitley and Cowgill[16] with 

1 kw/cm , 1.5s pulses using radiative cooling, and 2 kW/cm , 1.5s pulses with 

active cooling. After 200 cycles for both sets of conditions, the TiC/C 

system sustained the least damage, confirming the results of Ulrickson. 

The shear strength of Ti/Cu and V/Cu were measured at room temperature 

and 300C [15J. In both cases, the shear strength of the bond exceeded that of 

the copper, which fractured. 

On the basis of these bulk tests, Tic/c and v/Cu appear to bt .he most 

viable coz cing system and cladding system respectively. Relative to one 
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another the TiC/C has somewhat better bulk properties for the fluxes 

anticipated in TFTR; however, questions still remain as to whether the 

comparatively thin coating will adequately resist erosion due to the plasma 

environment. 

As a preliminary test of this, a TiC/C lintiter has been exposed to the 

PDX plasma 117]. The limiter has thus far been exposed during only one 

experimental run of ~ 30 discharges. During this period, it tas moved into 

the discharge and was subjected to an energy deposition shown in Pig. B as a 

function of position. These energies were inferred from bulk temperature 

measurements using thermocouples. At the largest energies, the peak flux was 

~ 0.5 kw/cm'i for 0.5s. A scrape-off distance of 1.7 cm was determined from 

these data. No increase in cither Ti or C contamination was seen, and the 

only changes observed on the limiter surface were two discolorsd spots ~ 3 ma 

in diameter. Coated limiters are also beinri studied on ISX [18,19]. 

The v/cu system would be improved by using a thicker V cladding [17] . 

For the anticipated fluxes, the optiimm thickness is ~ 2.3 mm. since v is 

expensive and difficult to purchase in large quantities, an expolosion bonded 

combination of 0.5 mm V and 0.7 mm stainless can be used instead to give 

similar thermal properties. One other promising alternative is to use a V-Ti 

alloy such as V-10% Ti or V-20% Ti instead of pure V [15]. These alloys are 

more readily available and have higher ductility, which is an advantage in the 

explosion bend process. A test limiter for PDX is planned using the V-Ti 

alloy/SS/Cu combination. 

C. Surface Properties 

Low energy hydrogen erosion yields for some of the coatings and claddings 

have baen measured, using a Kaufman ion source, by Hattox, et al.[20]. The 

hydrogen energy was in the range of 0.25 keV to 1.0 keV, characteristic of 
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plasma ions incident on the limiter. Some of these data are listed in 

Table IV. Kaminsky[21,22] has measured total deuterium sputtering yields for 

a range of deuterium energies from 1 keV to 60 keV, typical of unconflned 

neutral be-ss ions lhich strike the li •'er. These rates were detemu-ed by 

Rutherford backscatterlng analysis of sputter deposits. Some of tnese data 

are reproduced in Table V. 

In addition to these measurements, Hoth, et al» [23] , have studied low 

energy light ion sputtering for some of the materials considered here. From 

these data and those in Table V, the impuiity production rates normalized by 

the total power to the liraiter are plotted in Fig. 9 as functions of the 

incident deuterium energy. These rates are shown for Tic and Ti and, for 

comparison, C (physical sputtering only) and W. The deuterium is assumed to 

be mono-energetic. The particle current is calculated from the total power to 

be limiter assuming that the usual sheath conditions[24] prevail so that ~ 74% 

of the power is cirried by the deuterium ions. Although the peak impurity 

production rate for Tic is a factor of 1G greater than that fcr w, the 

concentration limit for W (from Fig. 2) is only 1/40 times that for Tic. The 

actual rate will depend upon the energy of the impacting deuterium. Wampler, 

et al. [25] have measured this for PLT and find that it is > 500 eV, though 

not necessarily mono-energetic. At these energies. Tie compares even more 

favorably to W as far as impurity production rate. 

In comparing the TiC rates to those of C, above 100 eV the C would appear 

better since its concentration limit is ~ 8 times that of Ti. However, at 

elevated temperatures, the C production rate can be a factor of 4-5 greater 

than that plotted [5]. 

Surface erosion rates are also plotted in Fig, 9, assuming a duty factor 

of one. The peak energy flux in the TFM is ~ 1 kw/cm2. If we assume that 
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there are 2000 such pulses/year the duty factor is ~ lO - 4. The nuurixnn yearly 

erosion for Tic would be ~ 60 pm. This is approximately a factor of 2-3 

larger than the typical coating thickness, suggesting t?iat in those poloidal 

locations receiving the large heat flux, erosion of the thin coatings nay be 

significant. 

Outgassing rates hi-re been measured for TiB2/C, TiC/C, V/Cu, and 304LN 

stainless steel I15]. At room temperature the rates for the coatings ?nd 

claddings are from 1-3 times greater than that for degreased 304LH stainless 

steel. Considering that these materials would cover only 20% to 30% of the 

vessel area, this is a tolerably low rate. At the higher temperatures these 

rates are significantly larger than that for 3041,1*. 

D. Hydrogen Isrtope Retention 

The hydrogen isotope retention properties of the limiter materials are 

important in view of the tritium inventory limitations as well as their impact 

on recycling. Wilson and Pontau[26] have measured the deuterium trapping 

characteristics for a number of candidate materials using ion implantation 

with primarily gas re-emission analysis. Table VI is a compilation of their 

results; for the saturation deuterium retention values as functions of implant 

temperatures immediately after implantation with 10 keV Dj (3.3 keV/atom). 

Ion implantation and nuclear profiling measurements of Wampler, et al. 

[27] show that for JiC, TiB2, VBj, B 4C, B, C, and Si, the implant H(D> is 

retained where it comes to rest in the near surface region up to saturation 

densities which are in agreement with the retention measurements of Wilson and 

Pontau [26]. 

Thermal release rates have also been measured for these materials by 

Wilson and Pontau[26] using thermal desorption techniques. Nuclear profiling 
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by Wampler, et al. [27] shows that the profiles are relatively unchanged 

during thermal release, suggesting that detrapping rather than bulk diffusion 

is the rats limiting process. 

The behavior of the Ti and V claddings is dramatically different from the 

coatings in that after implantation the n»;ir surface region retains little of 

the implanted ions [27] . Since the overall retention is large, most of the 

ions appear to be diffusing into the bulk [26]. This accounts for the much 

greater retention !:or these materials as noted in Table VI. 

For the coatings, in which essentially all implanted hydrogenic ions are 

retained in the near surface regions, Wampler, et al. [27] have shown that 

isotopic exchange can he used to reduce the concentration of a particular 

specios. Fig. 10 shows typical isotopic exchange scenarios for B, Tic, VB, 

and TiB2 wi'Ji 3 keV implanted D being exchanged with 3 keV implanted H. These 

data ire in excellent agreement with theory as shown. 

To consider the implications of these measurements for TFTR we note that 

the limiter tiles, if radiatively cooled, will operate in the 300C to 500C 

temperature range. Based upon the anticipated energy fluy to the limiter and 

PLT measurements, the D/T ion fluence per pulse will be ~ 10 1 8cm~ 2. Even at 

the elevated temperatures, the retention for Ti is extr.jitely high and has not 
18 —2 reached saturation at 10 cm fluence as noted in Table VI. v, however, will 

reach saturation above ~ 300C within a few pulses. The retained tritium in V, 

assuming a limiter area of 2 x 105cm2 and equal D/T densities, is — 2.5 kCi at 

~ 3000 and 1 kCi at ~ 500C, just after implantation. Significant thermal 

desorption should occur above 350C. These retention values can be reduced by 

an order of magnitude by pack boriding the surface as shown in Table VI for 

the vBn/V/Cu case. 
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Among ^ e coatings, TiH2 has the lowest retention (500 Ci at ~ S00C) 

while TIC is lower than V by a factor of two. 

E. Summary of Materials Studies 

On the basis of all of the data, TiC/C appears to be the best coating 

system. The salient problem associated with its use in TFTR is the predicted 

erosion lifetime and the possibility that arcing or disruption heat loads will 

seriously damage the coating. Further tests in PDX sliould provide additional 

information on this. The hydrogenic retention properties are satisfactory. 

AmoniT the claddings, those with a V flr3t surface performed the best. 

For the reasons mentioned in Section IV B, the V/SS/Cu system seems optimum. 

Since this combination will have the same thickness V as the samples tested 

for hydrogenic retention, the results quoted in Section III D indicate that at 

the higher temperatures, characteristic of TFM operations, the tritium 

retention for this system would be a factor of 2-3 woroe than for Tie. This 

is still within an acceptable range, however. If this system is pack borided 

to produce a VBj/V/SS/Cu combination, the retention would be reduced by an 

order of magnitude; however, the erosion of the VB 2 would have to be 

considered. as -•antioned in Section IV B, consideration is being given to 

substituting a V-Ti alloy for pure V; however, the retention characteristics 

for this nbuld need to be investigated. Tests of one or more of the V systems 

as a PDX limiter material will be undertaken in the near future. One other 

major problem with any system using a Ca substrate is the large eddy car rent 

force discussed in Section III C. 

V Gettering 

One technique which has been used successfully in a number of tokamaks to 

control impurities is gettering [5] by evaporating Ti on the vacuum vessel 
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walls. A summary of gettering procedures and results is given by Dylla [4]. 

Besides controlling impurities, gettering also reduces the hydrogenic species 

recycling [28], a feature which was particulary important to the high powered 

neutral beam heating experiments on PLT [29]. In this case, gettering reduced 

the large density rise which would otherwise accompany the neutral 

injection. This facilitated the attainment of high ion temperatures and 

associated penetration into the collisionless transport regime. 

Control of the density during neutral injection is also important to the 

operation of TPTR. In addition, it is necessary to control the deuterium-

tritium density ratio to optimize Q for the particular mode of operation. 

Gettering, in conjunction with selected gas puffing or pellet injection, can 

provide such control. 

The salient problem with gettering in TFTR is that large quantities of 

tritium will be absorbed. The raaxinum allowable absorbed quantity will be 

ultimately determined from on-sits meteorological data; however, it is 

unlikely to be more than the gas load equivalent of 50-100 machine pulses. It 

is thus necessary to regenerate or desorb the stored tritium from the gecter 

at comparatively frequent intervals. One additional problem confronting a 

getter design is the plasma radiative heat load, which may be up to 33 W/cm2 

for the 1.5s pulse. The following sub-sections discuss the research and 

engineering efforts whicU are underway within the TFM impurity control program 

towards developing a suitable gettering system for TFTR. 

A. Ti Sublimation 

As mentioned previously, Ti sublimation has been used in a number of 

tokamak devices. Malinowski[30] has investigated the decomposition of 

deuterided Ti films. He showed that the deuterium can be desorbed from the 

films in reasonable times at 250C even in the presence of some impurities such 
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as c and O. Fig. 11 shows his measured decomposition rate for a 908A film at 

2S0C as a function of deuterivim loading. The rate is high for D/Ti > 1.5 

corresponding to a deuteridW phase. For .1 < D/Ti < 1.5, the rate is constant 

in a mixed phase including deuterium in dilute solution and precipitated 

deuterides. at low concentrations (D/Ti < .1) the rate follows Sieverts law 

and goes to zero at D/Ti = 0. The reason why significant thermal desorption 

required much higher temperatures in -he data of Wilson and Pontau[26] (See 

Section IV D.) is that for their much thicker bulk samples the D concentration 

was always small (D/Ti < 4 x 10 ) with a corresponding slow desorption rate 

at 250C. 

The design of a Ti sublimation gettering system has been discussed by 

Sredniawski.[31] It consists of two actuator mechanisms which are mounted on 

flanges at the vacuum vessel iridplane. These actuators stroke Ti sublimation 

sources to the center of the vessel where they evaporate Ti (with suitable 

shields) onto removable panels on the top and bottom of the vacuum vessel. 

The total coverage is ~ 10% of the vessel area, and the estimated D, pumping 

speed is 3 x 10 1/s. The panels are actively cooled to maintain their 

temperature below 100C during machine operation, and are heated to 2S0C-300C 

to desorb tritium. 

A number of problems remain, however. Titanium may be desorbed from a 

panel by the plasma and redeposited on the vacuum vessel wall, causing 

increased tritium absorption there. The vessel is capable of being heated to 

25QC which should be sufficient to desorb such films; however, this bake out 

requires substantial time to carry oct to avoid large temperature gradients on 

the vessel. If large layers of titanium are biilt up on the plates, flaking 

may be a problem. Finally, the system would require a number of diagnostic 

ports and ia, in general, quite complicated. 
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B. Zr/Al Bulk Getter 
The zr/Al alloy ST101 {84% zr; 16* Al by weight) is a getter which 

reversibly absorbs hydrogenic species while chemisorbing impurities such as C, 

N, and 0 [32] . It operates at 200C - 400C where the impurity cheraisorption 

into the bulk is sufficiently rapid to permit good hydrogenic pumping. To 

regenerate the stored hydrogenic species, the temperature is increased to 

600C -700C to increase the hydrogen equilibrium pressure. This high 

temperature also serves to activate the pump after air exposures, which cause 

the surface to be saturated by impurities. 

A Zr/Al system conceptual design for TFTR is shown in Fig. 12 and 

described by Sredniawski [31]. The Zr/Al modules are in the form of 

corragated strips with the Zr/Al bonded to a constantan substrate, and are 

heated resistively [32]. Arrays of these modules are located in the bellows 

regions as shown, thus having minimal impact on diagnostics. The coverage is 

9% of the vessel area and the D 2 pumping speed is 5.4 x 10 1/s. The elevated 

operating temperature obviates the need for active cooling. The thermal load 

on the vacuua vessel during regeneration is substantial, however, and local 

gradients may be problematic. The lifetime of the getters due to the impurity 

saturation limit is approximately one year of TFTR operation. The fatigue 

lifetime due to repeated regeneration has been measured to be longer than that 

determined by impurity saturation [33]. 

Although the plasma will not be in direct contact with the getters, the 

high Z of Zr (40) is cause for concern in consideration of the limit in 

Fig. 2. Arrays are presently being fabricated for installation in PDX to 

investigate this problem as well as determine how these getters operate in a 

tokamak environment. 
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In the present design, the getters would require four to eight hours of 

regeneration after one day of operation [31J. One possible scenario which 

would eliminate the necessity of such frequent regeneration is to operate them 

at a temperature intermediate between normal operation and regeneration. 

Because the duty factor of TFTR will be small (1.5s pulse with a 300s 

interval) a quasi-steady state will be reached, where the quantity of absoi-ted 

gas from the 1.5s pulse will be desorbed in the interval between pulses 

[34] . This is shown in Pig. 13. The quantity (^{t-Jl/Q is the amount of gaa 

absorbed in units of equivalent gas loads per pulse and is plotted as a 

function of the number of pulses n for 5S0C and 600C operation* The 

equilibrium loadings qe/Q are the equivalent of ~ 52 pulses (550C) and ~ 29 

pulses (600C). 

C. advanced Concepts 

Mendelsohn and Gruent35] have shown the alloys of Zr/V/Fe will absorb and 

regenerate hydrogenic specXea similar to Zr/Al but at lower temperatures. In 

particular, the alloy 2rV 1 i 6Fe 0 > 4 will operate at 2Q0C (which is still high 

enough not *r> require active cooling in TFTR) ana regenerate at 450C-SOOC, 

which would substantially reduce the thermal loading on the vacuum vessel. 

There are also preliminary indications that such alloys can be bonded to 

suitable substrates and pump impurities as effectively as Zr/Al at the same 

temperature f33]. 

VI Discussion 

Since the control of impurities is likely to remain a major problem for 

tokaraalcs for sane time, it is important to consider the relevance of the TPM 

impurity control effort to future devices. The large area axisymmetric 

limiter concept and related materials studies are directly applicable to the 

next generation of machines after TFTR. The anticipated energy fluxes for 
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both limiters and divertor plates are similar to those considered for TFTH/TFM 

[36] . If coatings are to be used in high duty factor devices, some methods 

for in-situ deposition will be necessary. The pulse length in the future 

tokamaks will bs much longer and this will require active cooling. However, 

if this requirement is adequately considered in the design of future vacuum 

vessels, it can be accommodated much more easily than it can in TFTR where 

only limited space is available. 

The work on the forces and thermal loads due to disruptions is also of 

general applicability. The operation of TFTR itsslf will provide important 

information on these problems. 

It is clear that gettering as discussed in Section V is not directly 

applicable to long pulse devices. It is important to recognize, however, that 

TFTR is intended to investigate a number of plasma physics questions 

concerning confinement properties in high temperature collisionless regimes. 

To the extent that gettering facilitates this, it is crucial to the following 

generation of machines. It would also be useful to determine the importance 

of recycling control to various modes of beam heated plasma operation. A. 

divertor may provide the necessary control of both impurities and recycling; 

however, it substantially complicates tokamak operation. Other schemes should 

be investigated, including a hot liner f5], which may reduce impurities and 

hydrogenic recycling and would be compatible with long pulse operation. 
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TABLE I. BALDUR CODE SIMULATION FOR TFTR [3] 

INPUT PARAMETERS 

Plasma Major Radius (m) 2.48 
Plasma Minor Radius (m) 0.85 
Toroidal Field on Axis (T) 5.2 
Neutral Beam Power (MW) 33.5 
Plasma Current (MA) 2.5 
Impurity Concentration (cm- ) 0.0 

PROJECTED PLASMA PARAMETERS 
AFTER 1.5s. NEUTRAL BEAM HEATING 

Average Electron Density (cm- ) 13 8 x 10 
Peak Electron Temperature (keV) 14 
Peak Ion Temperature (keV) 22 
Plasma Pressure/Magnetic Field Pressure,8 0.03 
Fusion Power Gain, Q 2.5 
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TABLE II. CANDIDATE MATERIALS 

SAMPLE MATERIALS 

Fabrication Reference 
Designation 

coating/ , 
cladding Substrate 
(thickness) 

Fabrication Reference 
Designation 

TiB2(~30 um) 
TiB2(~100 nm) 
TiC ("20 Vm) 

B (~20 Um) 
VB2(~20 Urn)/V(0.5mm) 
V (0.5 mm) 
V(0.5 mm)/Mo (1.5 mm) 
V(0.S mm)/Nb (3.2 mm) 
V-20% Ti alloy (0.5 mm) 
V (0.5 mm)/SS(0.7 mm) 
Ti (0.5 mm) 

POCO Graphite 
CU 

POCO Graphite 
POCO Graphite 

Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
Cu 
CU 

CVD 
PS 
CVD 
CVD 

PB/ExBd3 

ExBd 
ExBd/ExBd 

4 ExBd/ExBd 
ExBd 

ExBd/ExBd4 

ExBd 

TiB2/C 
TiB2/Cu 
TiC/C 
B/C 
VB2/V/Cu 
V/Cu 
V/Mo/Cu 
V/Nb/Cu 
V-Ti/Cu 
V/SS/Cu 
Ti/C 

Notes: 
Substrate thickness for thermal tests and tiles is 1.27 cm. 
Thinner samples used for some surface and retention measurements. 
2 
Coating Methods: CVD-chemical vapor deposition 

PS-plasma spray 
PB-pack boriding 

Cladding Method: ExBd-Explosion Bond. 
3 
Combination of 0.5mm V explosion bonded to Cu with the V surface 
pack borided. 
4 Triple material combination - two explosion bonds. 
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TABLE HI. THERMAL SHOCK TEST RESULTS [11] 

Sample 

2 Thermal Flux Limit (kW/cm ) 

Sample 0.5s Pulse 1.5s Pulse 

TiC/C 4.0 2.45 

TiB2/C 2.5 1.45 

B/C 2.6 1.7 

V/Cu 5.0 2.4 

V/Mo/Cu 5.0 3.0 

VB2/V/Cu 5.0 2.4 

Ti/Cu 4.1 2.5 

TiB,/Cu 5.0 2.45 
] 

! i 
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TABLE IV. LOW ENERGY HYDROGEN EROSION YIELDS (ATOMS/ION) [20] 

Sample 
Hydrogen Energy (keV) 

Sample .25 .5 1 
TiB 2 9.0 x 10~ 4 5.0 x 10" 3 1.0 x 10" 2 

TiC 1.4 x 10~ 3 3.4 x 10~ 3 9.4 x 10~ 3 

V 5.0 x 10~ 4 

TABLE V. TOTAL DEUTERIUM SPUTTERING YIELDS (ATOMS/ION) [2T, 2 2] 

Sample 
Deuterium Energy (keV) 

Sample 1 5 10 40 60 

TiB 2 1.4X10 - 2 5.2xl0~3 3.3xl0~3 1.4xl0~3 9xl0~ 4 

Ti l.lxlO-2 5.0xl0~3 3.1xl0 - 3 1.3xl0~3 9xl0~ 4 

V l.OxlO"2 4.9xlO~3 3.0xl0 - 2 l.lxlO - 3 BxlO - 4 
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TABLE VI. SATURATION DEUTERIUM RETENTION (D/cm ) AS A FUNCTION 
OF IMPLANT TEMPERATURE IMMEDIATELY ArTER IMPLANTATION 
WITH 10 keV D3 (3.3 keV/atom) [26] 

S a m p l e 

SAMPLE TEMPERATURE 

S a m p l e 102C 30 2C 50 2C 

T i B 2 / C 17 2 x 10 1 x 1 0 1 7 2 x 1 0 1 6 

T i B - / C u 3 x 1 0 1 7 

V B 2 / V / C u 
17 

2 x 10 1 X 10 3 x 1 0 1 6 

T i C / C 4 x 1 0 1 7 17 
2 x 1 0 x / 1 x ' . 0 1 7 

T i / C u > 1 0 1 9 > 1 0 1 3 17 
> 5 x 1 0 ± l 

V/Cu > 1 0 1 9 6 x 1 0 1 7 . 2 x 1 0 1 7 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor. 

Fig. 2 Impurity concentration limits as functions of impurity atomic number 

Z. Limits correspond to < 10% reduction in Q due to f5 reduction and 

depletion of deuterium and tritium as shown. 

Fig. 3 Diagram of the limiters and protective plates in TFTR. The bumper 

limiter covers the entire toroidal circumference. The protective 

plates are located in areas irradiated by the neutral beams. 

Fig. 4 Bumper limiter conceptual design showing tiles mounted on a solid 

backing plate. Construction of the moveable limiters and protective 

plates is similar. 

Fig. 5 Calculated plasma and neutral beam energy fluxes incident on the 

bumper limiter • The total power is indicated for each case along 

with the assumed scrape off distance, \ , for the plasma fluxes. 

Fig. 6 (a) Calculated evolution of TiC-graphite tile and stainless steel 

backing plate for 33.5MH plasma plus neutral beam heat load as shown 

in Fig. 5. The temperatures for four surfaces are shown: (1) Tic 

front surface, (2) graphite back surface, (3) stainless steel front 

surface, and (4) stainless steel back surface. The poloidal location 

is that where the highest tile temperature is reached, 

(b) Same as (a) except that the poloidal location is that where the 

highest backing plate temperatures are reached.[9] 

Fig. 7 Eddy currents and resulting force/length for a tile. The eddy 

current I Q C is calculated from a disruptive scenario where the plasma 

current deceases as the plasma moves inward, it is assumed that the 

disruption time T D is small compared to the eddy currents decay time 

constant t K. 
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Fig. 8 Energy deposition on a TiC/C test limiter in PDX as a function of 

limiter minor radius. A scrape off distance of 1.7 cm was inferred 

from f-.hese data. [17] 

Fig. 9 impurity production rate normalised by the total power to the limiter 

as a function of the incident deuterium energy. This is plotted, for 

C, Tic, Ti, and W. The erosion rate normalized by the energy flux to 

the limiter is shown also, assuming a duty factor of unity. 

Fig. 10 Isotopic exchange measurements for B, Tic, VB2f and TiB2. Deuterium 

ions were implanted to the fluences indicated followed by hydrogen 

implantation. Predictions of the TRIM cede are shown.[27] 

*_.,. 11 Decomposition rate of deuterided titanium film as a function of the 

deuterium/tritium concentration ratio.[30] 

Fig. 12 Conceptual design for a Zr/Al getter system on TFTR. The getter 

modules are corrugated strips which are combined in arrays and 

mounted in the bellows regions of the torus. [31] 

Fig. 13 Calculated scenarios for Zr/Al transient getter operation. The 

quantity 9n(tp)/Q is the getter gas loading in units of equivalent 

machine pulses. This is plotted as a function of the number of 

pulses for 550C and 600C operation. The quantity q„/Q is the 

equilibrium loading.[34j 
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